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Ethics in the termination of analysis1

Alessandro Garella

Università di Napoli Federico II, Via Nicola A. Porpora 7b, 80128 Naples, Italy –

alegarel@unina.it

(Final version accepted 8 February 2007)

The author argues that the termination of analysis raises not only theoretical and technical
issues but also problems of evaluation that are both moral (what is good or bad with regard
to termination) and ethical (what is the best way of achieving the intended objective).
Broadly speaking, he considers that the subject can be addressed from three different
aspects: (a) a psychoanalysis of ethics; (b) an ethic of psychoanalytic treatment; (c) an
area of intersection between psychoanalysis and ethics that has to do with mankind ’s norms
and values. The termination is particularly well suited to investigation of the intertwining of
ethics with other aspects of psychic functioning. A specific description is given of the con-
flict between the ‘limit’ and ‘completeness’, the limit being connected with the analysis and
the wish, while completeness is the possibility of experiencing the analysis and one’s per-
sonal life as endowed with the ‘sense of an end-point’. The conflict may be expressed in
dramatic or tragic forms that can be productively explored through the Aristotelian con-
cepts of peripeteia and recognition. The termination process offers material for establishing
an ethics of the limit, highlighting the psychic role of moral judgement and the need to evalu-
ate this role if a satisfactory termination is to be achieved.

Keywords: ethics, recognition, reversal, termination

Introduction

The termination of an analysis, for analysand and analyst alike, is a decidedly prob-
lematic experience that can be visualized as a wave of psychic activation, which can
be either ridden – not for long and always with the risk of falling – or avoided
owing to the terror to which it gives rise. One’s attitude to it may be one of infinite
postponement, or else one may yield to a (sometimes counter-phobic) impulse to
‘plunge’ into the open sea without waiting for the wave to materialize and assume
its proper configuration. According to Balint (1968, p. 167), the analyst’s task is
precisely to carry the patient ‘like water carries the swimmer or the earth carries
the walker’. The wave image is intended to convey the dynamic nature of the con-
cluding phase of the analytic process. This dynamism is not confined to the clinical
level, but also pervades that of theory, in terms of a comparison of the various con-
ceptions of the meaning of the termination, the means and ends that characterize
it, and the criteria for its conceptual definition and clinical identification.

The termination constitutes the clinical moment when the question of the nature
and significance of the word ‘treatment’ in psychoanalysis arises and defines the rel-
evant conceptual sphere. The ‘semantic cloud’ (Ferraro and Garella, 2000)
surrounding the terms ‘treatment’, ‘illness’, and ‘cure’ can readily become a thick
fog, with consequent problems of getting one’s bearings on the theoretical, clinical
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and ethical levels. This situation was neatly summed up by Pontalis (1978) as fol-
lows: recovery is an untreatable idea and ‘C’est quand on ne peut pas gu�rir qu’il
faut gu�rir’ [It is when it is not possible to cure that curing is necessary] (Pontalis,
1978, p. 10). After all, the appearance of a prospect of termination implies that
both analyst and analysand must, individually and as a couple, confront the signifi-
cance, limits and defences connected with their conscious and unconscious expecta-
tions of the treatment, distributed over a number of levels and within a space of
ends and expectations criss-crossed by many different trajectories, not all of which
can be negotiated.

The interdependence of the termination, the general theory of the analytic pro-
cess, and the metapsychological subset of choice (first topography, second topo-
graphy, object relations, etc.) has already been explored (Ferraro and Garella,
2001), and will be addressed again here only in order to emphasize the fact that it
is normative on the conscious level, so that it requires ethical behaviour, whereas at
the same time it is (or can be) compulsive on that of the unconscious, in so far as
unconscious expectations (wishes, as well as superego demands and ideal pressures)
press for satisfaction regardless of the exigencies of reality.

The issue of the termination can be addressed first and foremost in the context
of the general ethics of the treatment, on which a variety of views have been
expressed (e.g. Amati Sas et al., 1994; Faigon and Siquier, 1992; Klimovsky et al.,
1995; Lifton, 1976; Meissner, 1994, 2003; Meneguz, 2005; Michels, 1976; Money-
Kyrle, 1952; Serota, 1976; Wallerstein, 1976), according to the authors’ conceptions
of the relationship between the domain of ethics and that of psychoanalysis. Three
kinds of discourse can in fact be distinguished: a psychoanalysis of ethics; an ethics
of psychoanalysis; and, lastly, attempts to clarify the relationship between ethics and
psychoanalysis, here considered in terms of the problem of value and its relation to
thought and action (Erikson, 1976), as well as, secondarily, of the possibility of a
philosophical reflection on the particular ethics that is based on the principles and
discoveries of psychoanalysis (Breen, 1986; Hartmann, 1960; Wallwork, 1991).

A more specific ethical problem concerns the limits of the treatment. This may
find expression in the doubts and questions concerning the relationship between
psychoanalysis and ethics that emerge in the treatment when a compulsive, irra-
tional element that resists exposure to conscious judgement arises with overwhelm-
ing force, opposing the termination as a possibility of thought and decision.
Alternatively, it may be manifested in the clinical and theoretical realization of the
gap between ideal ends and terminations, on the one hand and, on the other, con-
crete, feasible objectives and terminations (Gaskill, 1980) – between ‘treatment
goals’ and ‘life goals’ (Ticho, 1972), or between the analyst’s objectives and the
aims of the patient (Dewald, 1982).

As a further complication, within a discourse on psychic functioning, the term
‘value’ in my view has two different connotations, with divergent meanings and
roles. The first has to do with experiences of ‘pleasure’ and ‘unpleasure’ (Freud,
1925), or ‘good’ and ‘bad’, which Erikson (1964) sees as the powerful, primary
foundation of morality; this aspect relates to the affective aspect of psychic func-
tioning. The second context is that of the categories of ‘duty’ and ‘responsibility’,
which seem to me to lie rather on the representational level and to characterize the
field of ethics. One of the principal authors to consider this point is again Erikson
(1982), who holds that a characteristic of adulthood is the potential capacity to
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develop an ethical sense, combining generative commitments and mature planning
consistent with the reality of the time of the individual. I shall apply this broad dis-
tinction in the remainder of this paper, and shall begin with a brief exposition of
the three types of discourse mentioned above, in the order described, and in each
case in terms of the termination.

Psychoanalysis of ethics

The need to call into question patients’ moral conceptions and norms is empha-
sized throughout Freud’s oeuvre. Whereas at first he fights to demonstrate and
overcome the hypocrisy of his time and the struggle to which hysterics succumb,
already in the Project for a scientific psychology he offers a definition of moral-
ity, in the guise of the general psychological formula of a consequence of a pri-
mal psychic situation: ‘the original helplessness of human beings is … the primal
source of all moral motives’ (Freud, 1895b, p. 379). Hence Freud sees human
morality from the beginning as a psychic construction, or rather as an entity
deployed as a compromise between, on the one hand, a primal physiological
helplessness interfacing with an equally primal power of the environment (mater-
nal care, and, in the background, the family, society, and Kultur), and, on the
other, a drive-related power that obeys only the law of discharge. Moreover, as
Freud was to write later in his essay on negation, when put into action this
power involves a qualitative judgement or, in other words, a judgement of value
(see below).

It is perhaps no coincidence that the phrase ‘moral ideas’ (moralische Vorstell-
ungen) appears in Studies on Hysteria (Breuer and Freud, 1895d, p. 164) in con-
nection with the conflict between the hysteric’s erotic representations and moral
aspirations – a conflict centred on the polarity of pleasure ⁄ unpleasure – whereas
the adjective ‘ethical’ (ethisch) is used by Freud for the first time in Sexuality in
the aetiology of the neuroses (Freud, 1898, p. 263) in relation to the attitude of
the physician – that is, in a field concerned more with responsible action and
therefore with ideas of therapeutic objectives. On the level of the relations
between the individual and culture, sexuality and the process of civilization are,
for Freud, the two antagonists in a battle in which what is fought over is moral-
ity – but this entity is ambiguous, because it can be not only prize and just pun-
ishment, the fruit of sublimation and integration, of Kulturarbeit and reason, but
also symptoms and reaction formations, conviction and guilt, protest and civil
isolation (Freud, 1933).

To sum up, psychoanalysis seeks not only to be a critique of morality in the
sense of the bourgeois ideology of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, in
which morality and ethics are mixed up together, but also, and to an equal
extent, as a profound reflection on morality pure and simple. Morality, then, is
revealed in its universal intrapsychic role as the opposite of illness, with which it
shares the character of a symptomatic construction, a compromise, a reaction for-
mation, symbolization of the renunciation of an impossible pleasure, and replace-
ment of the pleasure of discharge by the more modest and ‘civilized’ pleasure of
renunciation and postponement. According to the psychoanalytic view, ‘excessive’
morality is a sign of neurosis, and neurosis carries the burden of an excess of
morality which is unconscious, and perhaps of a morality implicit in social
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custom. Analytic treatment is bound to oppose this condition: the analyst’s ego
comes to the aid of the patient’s in order to break, or at least soften, the shack-
les of guilt issuing from the superego; or else it is the analyst himself who acts as
an auxiliary superego for the benefit of the patient, to provide the patient’s ego
with the support necessary to break the chains of guilt and to acquire strength
and trust. These initial formulations on the role of the analyst in the treatment,
which date from the 1920s and 1930s, already include an implicit ethical dimen-
sion couched in psychoanalytic terms, while at the same time they seek to answer
crucial questions on the theoretical and clinical specificity of the therapeutic
action of psychoanalysis and on the interrelationship between clinical practice
and metapsychological theory.

It is indeed the case that the discourse on the objectives and ends of analytic
treatment has, since the early decades of the last century, been fuelled by the inter-
twining of two themes.

The first, initially the more visible and, in my view, already present in the collec-
tive awareness of the protagonists of the debate, concerns the need to clarify the
problem of psychoanalytic treatment in its various aspects, such as the subject and
object of the treatment, the initial intentions and concluding objectives, or the nat-
ure and level of the treatment in terms of change. In Analysis terminable and
interminable, Freud (1937) demonstrates that he has quite clear ideas on these
aspects: help can be given up to a certain point, which depends on certain
characteristics of the patient; the treatment outcome is at best the recovery or
improvement of the capacity for love and work (Lieben und Arbeiten); limits exist,
and they are as hard as rock – a bedrock which, moreover, also in a sense
constitutes a theoretical foundation and hence acts as a twofold limit, on the one
hand theoretical and on the other clinical and therapeutic. This issue has been
substantially expanded upon by post-Freudian authors, who have marginalized or
problematized some of Freud’s theses (the end of the treatment as a purelypractical
question; the nature and recognition of the ‘bedrock’; the presence and role of the
destructive drive; and so on), while developing others (the role of the
transference and, to an even greater extent, that of the countertransference;
the action and weight of trauma; the structure and functions of the ego). As a
result, the termination process is now conceptualized as a complex and
important phase of the treatment, as a summing up and recapitulation of
the process so far; as a renewed confrontation with traumatic nuclei (Ferraro,
1995); and as an opening up to the new, which often entails risk and is in turn
traumatic.

The second aspect, which is mostly implicit, concerns the relationship between
ethics and reality – that is, between action (and the wish from which it springs)
and reality as its destination – which is hypothetical and problematic in its par-
ticularity, but normative by virtue of its regulatory role. This relationship is
inevitably conflictual, partly owing to the twofold connotation – both psychic
and material (external) – of the term ‘reality’ in the psychoanalytic field. The
termination highlights the conflict between the freedom of action of the wish,
an objective that cannot be given up, and the functionality of the ego–superego
couple, in terms both of the treatment as a process and of an ideal of the psy-
choanalytic goal. After all, in a good termination, greater freedom of the wish
with regard to the possibilities and forms of its fulfilment should conflict with a
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better discontent in organized social and cultural reality, from the point of view
of common unhappiness or the acceptance of one’s personal limits (fate) and
the limits of humanity in general.

This means that there is no such thing as a universal ethics – to paraphrase
Lacan – but only an ethics whose universal characteristic is that it is present in
every individual in his2 particularity. This statement echoes Freud’s on the rela-
tionship between the individual and the species in the unconscious: ‘The content
of the unconscious, indeed, is in any case a collective, universal property of
mankind’ (Freud, 1934–38, p. 132). The friction between a universal that is
absolutely particular in its existence, and the cultural demand for a universal
that shall be absolutely general in its abstraction, gives rise to a dynamic which
can be summarized as follows for the purposes of this contribution: the termina-
tion of analysis assumes as its principal objective, albeit implicit, the constitution
of an ethics based on the recognition of the wish and of the unconscious – that
is, on a belief by the patient that wishes and the unconscious are values to be
taken into account in his action, since these are a guarantee of its truth. Such
an ethics possesses absolute individual value, being centred on the recognition of
subjectivity both as its starting point and as its destination. For the growth of
subjectivity is, on the one hand, the prerequisite for the deployment of an ethics
that is not in thrall to the wish and to the countermeasures adopted against it,
and hence open to the object as co-guarantor of the norm and sharer of values.
On the other, it is the ultimate destination (albeit asymptotic) of a process of
liberation and of overcoming of limits that have blocked off the process of
attainment of subject-hood owing to conflicts or deficiencies.

As we know, some things are easier said than done: truth is subject to aporias
and paradoxes that cannot always be escaped or thrown off. Szpilka (2002)
holds that, given the centrality of the ethical issue in psychoanalytic treatment,
the patient – but not only the patient – must confront the ethical, and also logi-
cal, paradox of the presence of bad in good and of good in bad. In this
author’s view, the paradox arises from subjection to the laws that make up the
Oedipus complex and not from a natural goodness or badness of the drives.
The bad is instead the expression of a specific submission to an unconscious
Other, towards which the individual directs his affects. Analytic treatment makes
it possible to develop ‘a structure of belief in the unconscious’ that enables the
subject to become aware of the paradox and to establish a kind of ethics of
responsibility.

In the debate on the termination, therefore, a recurrent theme is that of the
psychoanalytic critique of any absolute conception of ethics: the substitution of
psychic positions for the Kantian categories, including the moral imperative,
entails the replacement of the rational absolute by the psychic absolute, which is
essentially unconscious and whose absoluteness now no longer concerns either
reason or consciousness. We in fact have an in-depth discourse on the capacity
of the emotions and affects to construct a morality ‘incorporated’ in the ego
even before it is imposed post-oedipally by the superego. Examples are Klein’s
concept of the depressive position, with its characteristics of reparation and inte-
gration; Bion’s notion of negative capability, which has to do with the capacity

2Translator’s note: For simplicity, the masculine form is used for both sexes throughout this translation.
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to wait while tolerating uncertainty, doubt, and not knowing; and Winnicott’s
idea of the capacity for concern as an expression of recognition of the separate
object.

A particularly important issue in the debate on the termination concerns the
forms and ways in which the treatment can lead the patient as far forward as poss-
ible and with the best possible integration, at a particular moment in his life, in a
given treatment with a given analyst, who is in turn at a particular moment in his
own life. In this connection, the analyst, while listening to the siren-call of cure,
development, making up of deficiency, etc., must reject the temptation to yield to
it. Moreover, the analyst must do all this without even the security of being pas-
sively lashed to the mast like Ulysses, but instead with an obligation to resist
actively by thinking and causing to think, involving the patient and, where appro-
priate, colleagues and the supervisor.

All this often demands an intensification of the analyst’s self-analytic work,
accompanied by a parallel intensification of the specific countertransference com-
ponent, which is unconscious and re-active, with particular reference to the pres-
sure exerted in various ways, both consciously and unconsciously, by the patient
on the analyst. For example, external reality can be used in the treatment as the
principal justification for termination. Examples are where the reality takes the
form of an emergency (whether economic, work-related, geographical, etc.), to
which our current morality attributes powerful ethical force, calling for a prompt
termination and declaring the process of work on the termination to be useless,
indifferent, or impossible; or when the reality presents itself as the crowning of
the analytic work (marriage and pregnancy, conclusion or commencement of a
project in abeyance or never initiated, and so on), once again involving aspects
of ‘goodness’ and ‘correctness’ with intensely seductive connotations. In other
words, external reality may not infrequently present itself (to patient and analyst
alike), or be presented by the patient, in the guise of an objective accomplished,
the triumph of the treatment and its annihilation, cloaking with the glory of tri-
umph that which only the termination as an analytic process could reveal. This
revelation would concern terror at the prospect of a separation to be experi-
enced with the maximum possible presence, very often associated with phantasies
of death; anxiety at the assumption of responsibility glimpsed by virtue of the
termination of the treatment and the ‘new cycle’ thereby introduced; or frustra-
tion at the realization, once and for all, of the need to forgo immediate dis-
charge in favour of waiting, in the form of waiting for thoughts and of trust in
the thought of waiting. In these circumstances it becomes more than ever neces-
sary to analyse the value-related (moral and normative) characteristics of the
patient’s and the analyst’s thought, in order as far as possible to distinguish the
expression of a kind of ethics of the ego – an ethics of reasonableness made up
of wishes and responsibility – from that of an ethics of triumph determined by
the ego ideal, in which external reality appears to have been triumphally
stormed like a Bastille, or, again, from an ethics of responsibility as resignation
(legitimizing doubts about the persistence of masochistic traits and guilt feelings
fuelled by a sadistic superego).

The analytic situation in the phase of termination of the treatment therefore pre-
sents itself as permeated with values and complicated by increasing ethical demands
for choice and action; for the analyst, the problem arises of how to confront these,
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helping the patient to feel responsible on his own account, through feeling and con-
scious awareness (Pozzi, 1994).

This leads naturally on to the aspect of the ethics of psychoanalysis.

The ethics of psychoanalysis

The issue of the ethics of psychoanalysis in general is too complex to be
addressed here other than in outline. As treatment and therapy, psychoanalysis
broadly shares with the medical model an ethics of reason and ‘good intentions’,
which takes as its underlying value the notion of ‘health’ or, more recently, of
‘well-being’, and prescribes a set of normative rules for determining the patient’s
state and achieving the therapeutic objective, which proves to be intrinsically
moral in character. Such an ethic is rational insofar as it is based on an aware-
ness, in both therapist and patient, of the existence of suffering (which may be
obvious or inferred from clues) and on the joint desire to confront it. It is
rational, too, because it calls for the conclusion of a contract specifying roles,
rules of action, means, and the organization of time and space for the achieve-
ment of the aim. An ethics of this kind also facilitates the formation of the
analytic agreement and remains a regulatory factor of the setting, albeit one that
tends to be concealed. In the psychoanalytic field, however, it remains essential
to exercise caution in relation to the importance and role of a rational and con-
tractual ethics, owing to our theoretical and clinical awareness of the intrinsic
contradiction between conscious moral and ethical norms (of action) and their
underlying unconscious roots and processes, whose ends and dynamic are gov-
erned by principles that confer a completely different significance even on such
ideas as goodness and justice from those applying to the conscious level. After
all, a fundamental feature of the analytic mode of thought is essentially anti-eth-
ical, in that it is considered impossible to eliminate the conflict between the sus-
pension of judgement in analysis and current social valuations of morality and
individual courses of action. However, the clash is directed towards the moral
values and ethical contents present in the general social situation, which Freud
(1930) himself, in Civilization and Its Discontents, acknowledges to be impossible
to overcome, while contesting their importance and role in the individual.

The issue takes a different form if the reference model for psychoanalytic
treatment is taken to be the quest for truth. From this point of view, ethics
appears as an indispensable aspect of the analytic procedure, both as a human
activity and because it concerns a facet of psychic reality (Racker, 1966) – but
it is often considered in terms of the scientific judgement of truth (Hartmann,
1960). Some, however, hold that the appropriate ethics for psychoanalysis, like
any other field of science, should be not one resulting from the application to
the discipline of an abstract – philosophical or scientific – external canon, but
instead one based on internal criteria of the analytic procedure, and in particu-
lar on the search for psychic truth:

The ethics of psychoanalysis derives from the application of a method within a practice –
that is, from the specific rules of its art. Psychoanalysis does not seek to mould the indi-
vidual to the demands of the environment – in other words, it is in the service not of ‘good’,
but of the obligation of ‘truth’.

(Gori, 2002, p. 550, my translation)
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Yet the consensus among various authors that truth is the main ethical criterion is
more apparent than real. This is partly because the term ‘truth’ is not sufficiently well
defined, and partly because the association between the concept of truth – in particu-
lar, scientific truth – with that of psychic reality, whose reference is for the most part
unconscious, seems to give rise to conflict rather than clarification. As a result, the
judgement of truth becomes unwieldy, and often tends to extend beyond its specific
field, so that it instead becomes a problem of setting an end-point. Semi (1994) grasps
the complexity of the situation in his view that psychoanalytic ethics has a twofold
connotation. On the one hand, it is a negative ethics, with a well-defined position – an
ethics of the limit of judgement, which finds external expression in the analyst’s espou-
sal of the conscious suspension of judgement, accompanied by the necessary psychic
commitment and work. On the other hand, it is positive, in that it demands that the
suspension of judgement be temporary and directed towards the acquisition and
understanding of the material that has reached consciousness. Furthermore, psycho-
analytic ethics also applies to the patient, who must accept (partial) submission to the
analytic rule of free association, with the underlying obligation to suspend judge-
ment.

The various ethical perspectives each cast a different light on the issue of the
termination. The following questions arise: does the emergence of the termination
process demonstrate the diversity of, and also the divergence between, the various
ethical approaches, with problems of choice and responsibility? Or, in a ‘good
enough’ termination process, do they gradually draw closer together?

The termination of an analysis can in fact be considered from different ethical
viewpoints. For instance, to paraphrase Freud’s (1933, p. 79) dictum, ‘Where id
was, there ego shall be’, it can be seen as the stage when, in place of defensive
morality, which causes a certain truth to become an absolute and dangerous condi-
tion, there ‘shall be’ a growing awareness of the role of conscious judgement as a
compromise, which must always be verified and is never final, between the wish
and its concrete fulfilment. Alternatively, the termination can be seen as a process
of finally recognizing that the truth of the self is a psychic good that can guarantee
greater well-being than one based on rejection (whether defensive, reactive, due to a
deficiency or immaturity, or the like) of the knowledge of one’s roots and founda-
tions. In another, more radical, formulation, the termination process could be
characterized as a realization of the radical impossibility of taking rational ethics
and morality as a stable and valid foundation of thought and action, contrary to
the view of many philosophers.

At this point it seems appropriate to recall Freud’s views on the religious illusion
(Freud, 1927), which, although it can be overcome and even when it has been over-
come, gives way to another system that presents the same aspects of closure and dog-
matism, inheriting its characteristic as a ‘necessary illusion’. Pontalis (1977) focuses
on this necessity in order to demonstrate the difference between illusion as dogma,
completed act, or closure of thought, and illusion as a process, characterized by open-
ness and overcoming, and by the stimulation of thought. For the purposes of this
paper, I suggest that, in the termination, the quest for truth can at best result in the
realization of the truth of the illusory and idealized nature of the conception of an
analytic task that is terminable in the sense that it can be fully exhausted, and
hence of the possibility of an exhaustive understanding of personal psychic reality.
Yet the recognition of the illusion is not only a disappointment, of such a kind
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as to elicit a melancholic logic of uselessness, devaluation and aggression, but can
also serve as a premise for the understanding of the truth conveyed by the same
illusion – namely, that what counts is the analytic process, and secondarily to it,
the process of the termination, and not the end of the analysis, just as what
counts is life and not the death that ultimately impresses its seal on it. This truth
is already present in Freud’s reflections on the value of transience and of the
work of living (Freud, 1915). In more specifically clinical terms, I believe that the
termination consists precisely in acceptance of the idea that it involves the analy-
sis of the psychic contents and dynamic that set the termination in train and are
set in train by the prospect of the termination; the phantasies of the termination
as a mythical or horrific future or present must be confronted and overcome.

Considered in this way, the termination can in my view be seen as particularly
well suited to the exploration of psychoanalytic ethics, owing to the simultaneous
presence of a technical level, connected with the bringing of the treatment to its
end – as illustrated by Freud (1913) in the analogy of the closing moves in a chess
game – and a theoretical level, which is that of the conceptualization of the charac-
teristics of the termination (for instance, identification of a particular phase in the
analytic process, or differentiation of aims). The sphere of ends and values, the
question of responsibility and the limit, and the role of valuation and wishes, are
here enhanced, in a manner involving risk because unpredictable. The complex
trends in the discourse on these points over the past century of psychoanalysis have
been reconstructed elsewhere (Ferraro and Garella, 2001). At any rate, it can,
I believe, be asserted here that a general, abstract concept common to the various
theoretical positions is precisely that of the limit, whether understood as the limit
of judgement, the limit of change, the theoretical and clinical limit of psycho-
analytic treatment, or a limit bound up with the singularity of the individuals who
come together in the treatment, and of the relationship which they succeed in estab-
lishing. In the termination process, which is largely characterized by issues of def-
inition of the self and also of the (re)discovery of one’s limits, the ethics of the limit
plays an important part, as subtle as it is often implicit. After all, recourse to, or
the emergence of, elements of value (various forms of ideals and idealizations) con-
nected ambivalently with the termination, ranging between recognition of the limit
of incompleteness and the ideality of unlimited completeness, raises the difficult
problem of the deciphering and construction of interpretive hypotheses concerning
the analytic process of termination and the roles played in it by the analyst and the
patient. The termination must be constructed, not reconstructed, and this exposes
the analytic couple to every possible temptation and defence.

In this difficult situation, temporality assumes decisive importance, given that
time, in its various forms, is well suited to representing the antinomy between the
limit and the unlimited, while, as we know, also playing an important part in
the conflict between reality and phantasy, and between the demands of the ego, the
superego, and the unconscious (i.e. of the id).

Constitution of the limit and the role of the tragic at the beginning of
the termination process

In Chapter VI of the Poetics, Aristotle writes that the most moving aspects of trag-
edy, which predispose the audience to catharsis, are peripeteia and anagnorisis; the
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first of these words is also used in English, while the second means recognition
(Aristotle, 1998, p. 14).

Peripeteia exists when an action intended to produce a certain result has the
opposite effect. Some scholars and exegetes understand it as signifying a ‘reversal
of fortunes’ (Praz, 1950, p. 151): for example, the messenger who comes to relieve
Oedipus of the fear of marrying his mother in fact gives rise to the contrary effect
by revealing the origins of Oedipus. According to another interpretation, peripeteia
conveys a tragic conception of life, whereby a catastrophe is brought on by persons
with good intentions, such as the messenger just mentioned, whose words instil into
Oedipus the fateful urge to find out the truth about himself, or by the very individ-
uals who are thereby overwhelmed.

Recognition, which is intimately connected with peripeteia, is the falling away of
the blindfold when it is too late; hence words such as ‘uncovering’ or ‘unveiling’
would correspond better to the Greek word. On the basis of my clinical experience,
these two terms seem appropriate for defining two aspects of the commencement of
the termination process, understood as the staging by the patient of a scene charac-
terized by a kind of dramatic and sometimes genuinely tragic dawning of con-
sciousness of the irrational consistency of a form of behaviour in thrall to the
compulsion to repeat.

In terms of recognition, the beginning of the phase of termination of the treat-
ment may appear, with variable degrees of clarity and obviousness, as the image of
a change of direction in the patient’s action, closely bound up with the twofold dis-
covery of wholeness and personal limitation. Compulsive, repetitive motives con-
verge and are confused with constructive, innovative themes in this representation:
on the one hand, there emerges in the patient a representation of himself and his
life, in a perspective that incorporates previously split-off, disavowed, or repressed
elements, and which opens up a vista on to pathways of thought and life in which
wishes find new opportunities for fulfilment. On the other hand, the risk presented
by change and the resistance put up by the various psychic structures give rise to a
concomitant powerful impulsion to maintain the status quo. From the structural
point of view, there is the resistance of the id, which is recalcitrant when faced with
a regulatory dynamic because it is new and promising for the individual, and that
of the ego, exposed as it is to a loss of control over impulses and phantasies and ⁄ or
to further and more severe attacks by the superego. The outcome of the conflict
may be a stalled situation or impasse; the treatment cannot then move forward
because it would otherwise lead to the end (concretely, the end of the treatment
itself, but in the patient’s phantasy his own end). Nor can the patient regress tactic-
ally and usefully, in a sense akin to the concept of ‘regression in the service of the
ego’ (Kris, 1956) or of ‘regressing in order to progress’ (Balint, 1968), because this
is not permitted by the new situation. These are the cases in which the termination
gives rise to the risk of abortion, and which could be seen, in ethical terms, as evi-
dence of the patient’s difficulty in taking responsibility for himself as a subject –
that is, on the level of personal integration and not only on that of specific psychic
contents (a phantasy, impulse, defence, etc.). This constitutes a limit to the analytic
process – a limit that, in the spatial representation of the analytic process proposed
by Rangell (1982), may represent an emotional peak, which is sometimes tragic.

The innovative aspects are those which, within a more complete and finished ini-
tial vision of the self, introduce the ‘sense of an ending’ (Kermode, 1966) or ‘sense
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of the end-point’ [sens du point final] (Ricoeur, 1983, p. 131) – that is, a vision of
life as a vector that leads to an end. In Kermode’s metaphorical and literary con-
ception, the ‘sense of an ending’ includes an eschatological aspect, in that the nar-
ration, or literary text, is rendered complete not only by virtue of tending towards
its end, but also through the representation of the end, so to speak, for the pur-
poses of deliverance and salvation from the non-sense that wreaks constant aggres-
sion on the text – as it does, I would add, on human life. In the analytic field, the
development of the termination process, starting from the acquisition of a ‘sense of
the end-point’ as the outcome of prolonged labour, entails confrontation by the
patient, and by the couple at work, with the tragic implication of the acceptance of
necessity (Freud’s Ananke) as a prerequisite of personal freedom. This acceptance is
in turn necessary for awareness of the role of personal responsibility as the counter-
part of the new capacity for choice that is taking shape on the horizon; and it
seems to me that the decision to terminate the analysis often constitutes an initial
and fundamental event in the genesis of this capacity. At this difficult point, the
ethical problem of responsibility arises with particular force – not only in terms of
responsibility for one’s wishes, impulses, and thoughts, but also with regard to
action as the turning of a set of project-related representations to a specific end in
material reality. On the structural metapsychological level, the problem concerns
the relationship between the ego’s project-making function and the valuation-based
action of the superego (Chasseguet-Smirgel, 1975).

This is the tragic theme of the Philoctetes of Sophocles (1984), in which the hero,
humiliated and abandoned by both men and the gods, finds peace and personal
humanity not in revenge, expressed in his refusal of the demand to go to Troy, but in
a painful labour of confrontation with and acceptance of events that are irremediably
larger than himself – a labour that constitutes the premise for his salvation and great-
ness. The return of the hero to the community of men is a metaphor of the experi-
ence of plunging into life which some patients experience after long and seemingly
interminable phases of resentful, depressed isolation. The same tragic theme, albeit in
a different configuration, is personified by Antigone in the tragedy of Sophocles
(1984) with the same name. Here the end-point is not the saving of life and hence
openness to the project of living and enduring the trials of destiny, but, cruelly, the
end of life itself. In this case, Antigone’s affirmation of an absolute law, in which
Lacan sees the expression of the primordial nature of the Thing [das Ding] and the
subject’s total submission to it, cannot but end in death, whether real or psychic. The
same fate overtakes her opponent Creon, mired in despair at the loss of his loved
ones, the loss of his legitimacy, and public ignominy (Lacan, 1959–60, ch. 19–21).

The ‘sense of an end-point’ as a description of an aspect of the incipient termina-
tion process has certain features in common with the tragic recognition of Oedipus,
whose cruel doubts about his own identity become invincible precisely when the
messenger from Corinth tells him who he is not: Oedipus is not the killer of King
Polybus, his presumed father, but he is the killer of his own father, Laius, the stran-
ger encountered one fateful day on the road – and, worse still, it is he who has lain
with his own mother. As a woman patient said: ‘I feel that for the first time I can
see myself over the whole span of my life: it’s me, and I’ve wasted so much time!
. . . I’m afraid: if everything I can see is really me, then I can see my death as well.’
These words represented an initial indication of a long and dramatic termination
process, which, however, enabled the patient to appreciate the future as a place of
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multiple possibilities, in addition to that of death as the only certainty. Just as, in
the tragedy, the greatness of Oedipus lies in the wish to know himself, so the
patient in her own eyes acquired a previously unknown value, purchased at the
expense of anxiety-laden risks of suicide and mediated by a wish to know: both
the tragic hero and the bewildered patient accepted the idea of seeing and recogniz-
ing themselves, even if the outcomes were fortunately different. Here, however,
I wish to emphasize only the tragic aspect.

In other cases, by contrast, self-recognition gives rise to panic and flight, and the
analysis is broken off or blocked; alternatively, recourse is had on a massive scale
to external reality as a curtain against the unconscious, as noted above. The
patient’s projects are again wishful thinking, and the vision of the future as a poss-
ibility of interaction between thought and action cannot replace the acting out of a
destiny that denies the possibility of the future. In such cases, fate, in the form of a
d�j� dit, takes its inexorable course.

The other term used by Aristotle to characterize the engine of the passions
aroused by tragedy – peripeteia – helps us to understand what I see as a further
characteristic of the beginning of the termination process. It is not unusual for an
indication of the possibility of termination – the idea that the analytic process is
about to lead in a certain direction in its traversal (Pontalis, 1997) – to have first
arisen, either in myself or in the patient, out of an intervention, a comment, an
interpretation, or an account of an old or new event which, while seeking its own
objective, proved to have found another. The effect is one of surprise, and some-
times of alienation or of a bombshell, as if, after prolonged immersion in patient,
laborious analytic work characterized by long-term darkness, in which what one
comes to know always seems partial and fragmentary, one were suddenly to emerge
into the full glare of astonishing and often disquieting daylight that points in a pos-
sible direction. In such cases there is as it were a leap in the quality of time: one
can apprehend the innovation of a representational temporality and space that
expand so as to embrace the entire span of life, in a kind of Big Bang. Afterwards,
one can identify the particular quality of timelessness possessed by the unconscious
– a timelessness that is not merely the absence of time, but instead a ‘profound’
time, which is inconsistent with the ordering function of consciousness but provides
it with a base out of which it can operate.

In tragedy, peripeteia, as a theatrical artifice, offers the audience surprise and the
experience of a cruel irony – that of fate – so that what presents itself in one way
causes the situation to veer in the opposite direction. The result is catastrophe and
an upheaval in the protagonist’s experience, so that the time of his life appears in a
different light, as does the time and rhythm of the performance on the stage.
Similarly, the emergence of a prospect of termination, as analysts have always
found, is not uncommonly expressed ironically: ‘Fancy the idea of finishing coming
up now, just when I am so involved in the analysis!’ However, events can promptly
take a dramatic or tragic turn, when the idea of terminating is absorbed by the
perhaps melancholic or persecutory prospect of death.

The peripeteia of termination certainly leads to mourning work, as Stein (1994)
notes from a Lacanian point of view – that is, a specific kind of work that charac-
terizes the analytic process and, in particular, its termination, as a traversal of the
tragic. Patient and analyst alike, as both audience and players, are faced with a
wishful situation that can either increase insight into the value of the future as
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opposed to the melancholy prospect of death, or, on the other hand, exalt the
impossibility of the wish ever to find satisfaction other than by its extinction in
death. In the latter case, the termination, for the patient, assumes the widow’s
weeds of mourning for himself: ‘[Antigone] pushes to the limit the realization of
something that might be called the pure and simple desire of death as such,’ writes
Lacan (1959–60, p. 282), and Guyomard (1992) follows him in his invocation of an
actual jouissance du tragique.

In particular, I should like to draw attention to the idea of liminal temporality.
This is a particular psychic dimension of time (Ferraro and Garella, 2001) that
marks the appearance of a kind of psychic functioning in which two things can
come together for the first time in the patient: first, a sense of closure, understood
as the experience of having a certain completeness; and, second, a sense of the
limit, on the horizon of which is the end of time – both personal time and the time
of the analysis. Liminality characterizes the beginning of the termination process
and introduces what can in certain respects be conceived as the appearance of a
tragic, or at least dramatic, scenario in the analytic field, with the development of
themes having a strongly ethical stamp. In the conception put forward in the con-
tribution just mentioned, the concept of liminality seeks to characterize a particular
temporality, associated with the emergence of a vision of self that extends over the
entire span of life and can, at least potentially, include projects and failures as
forms of the past and future.

In the tragic scenario I am outlining, the role of the analyst, in forms and to
degrees specific to each treatment, takes on a decisive ethical significance, expressed
by a question – ‘What is to be done, now?’ – that embodies a conflict between a
wish for an answer and an often obscure awareness of the necessity (or even ineluct-
ability) of suspending the wish to act, as well as of suspending judgement. The for-
mer wish calls for indirect and controlled fulfilment, for example (Treurniet, 1997),
by way of an awareness of the importance of taking account, in one’s technique, of
the influence of the analyst’s and the patient’s value systems as expressions and
components of the underlying psychic reality. The application of a rational, theory-
based ethics can then rest on this foundation. The second aspect concerns the ana-
lyst’s neutrality, which ‘cannot and must not be a preconstituted attitude in the
analyst, but can and must be a destination that follows a profound and deeply felt
existential experience based on an attitude of non-condemnation and non-absol-
ution’ (Fajrajzen, 1976, p. 33, translated). In the scene I am describing, then,
patient and analyst interact as two characters, each contributing to the performance,
which is also a symbolic action, a part of psychic reality, of which both are the
bearers. Sometimes the exchanges are reminiscent of the confrontation between the
protagonists of a tragedy, while on other occasions they remind me more of
the particular moments when the tragic protagonist is confronted with the chorus,
the group of souls, or their spokesman, the coryphaeus, who is often the authentic
voice of the superego.

At the beginning of this scene, each character is confronted with his limits
and is called upon to make a choice: the analyst may feel a need to distinguish
within himself between his own objectives and those of the patient, or between
life goals and treatment goals (Ticho, 1972). The patient, on the other hand,
faces the problem of choosing between the possibility of taking control of him-
self by ending the treatment, and the option of following a component, made
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up of wishes and compulsions, that refuses termination because he sees it as the
limit of himself.

Psychic functions, values, and norms of action

A theoretical description of the foregoing in clinical and literary terms could be
based on Freud’s second topography, and in particular on the hypothesis of a
superego with a multiplicity of functional and developmental facets, so that the
relations between it and the ego are rendered more complex. For example, if it is
considered that the ego ideal has pre-oedipal origins and that the derivation of the
superego (as conscience) is oedipal (Mancia, 1979), the termination will be held to
entail a modification of the reciprocal dynamic obtaining between the ego, ego
ideal, and superego, the balance between which can vary substantially. After all, the
thought of the termination and of the limits of treatment can constitute both a nar-
cissistic wound and an idealized objective that reinstates narcissism on a more real-
istic level; it may be used by the superego for its (guilt-inducing) action of
censorship, as in a negative therapeutic reaction, or contribute to the further trans-
formation of this agency into a protecting force. As we know, the superego can
either undertake propulsive action on the initiative of an ego that has attained a
sufficient degree of autonomy, or represent a reactivation of trauma that can be
ingested but not digested by the agency of the ego. Freud writes: ‘The super-ego
fulfils the same function of protection and saving that was fulfilled in earlier days
by the father and later by Providence or Destiny’ (1923, p. 58) – but it may also
become the harbinger of a destiny of death:

I am therefore inclined to adhere to the view that the fear of death should be regarded as
analogous to the fear of castration and that the situation to which the ego is reacting is one
of being abandoned by the protecting super-ego – the powers of destiny – so that it no
longer has any safeguard against the dangers that surround it.

(Freud, 1926, p. 130)

In the absence of a certain balance of forces, the analysis may be confronted not
only with the familiar intersystemic conflict between the ego and the superego, but
also with an intrasystemic clash between conscience and the narcissistic ideal –
a clash that pervades not only the analysand but also the analyst through the
dynamic of the transference and countertransference. In these circumstances, the
analyst is faced with the question of the kind of neutrality that can, or indeed
must, be maintained. In other words, to return to the example given above, how is
the analyst to respond to a termination foreshadowed as a narcissistic triumph –
that is, one that excludes the suffering and mourning work connected with loss?
And what should be his response to the likelihood of a sombre termination without
any sign of a ‘new beginning’ (Balint, 1932), in which the prevailing narcissism is
that of death, and the stage is filled with the resigned recognition of the ineluctabil-
ity of an end and of adaptation to an only too compelling reality?

At this point it will be helpful to consider the psychoanalytically based distinction
between morals and ethics drawn by Erikson (1964, quoted in Meissner, 2003, pp. 22–
4), as already alluded to at the beginning of this paper. According to Erikson, moral
rules are based on a relatively immature and primitive level of development, and stem
from fear connected with threats of various kinds (abandonment, punishment, guilt,
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shame), which are therefore warded off. Ethical rules, on the other hand, are based on
ideals to be achieved and call for a greater degree of consensus, in terms both of ration-
ality and of acceptance of a certain definition of the good and of perfection. Moral-
ity precedes ethics and is integrated with it, without ever disappearing as such, while
ethics in turn represents the completion of development and is achieved by way of the
complex transition from adolescence to adulthood.

If Erikson’s suggestion is associated with the thesis that conscience and the ideal
function (the ego ideal) are superego functions with different psychic origins, devel-
opment, and domains, it becomes clear that, from the psychoanalytic point of view,
the field of the ‘good’, which is directed towards gratification (pleasure), coincides
only partially and provisionally with that of what is ‘right’, which instead calls for
the pursuit of a norm of action. In morality in the psychoanalytic sense, value and
judgement always go together, because value is the expression in economic and
dynamic terms of a process of psychic localization on the unpleasure–pleasure axis,
while judgement is the vector of this localization. Indeed, Freud’s judgement of
attribution already contains a moral aspect:

The function of judgement is concerned in the main with two sorts of decisions. It affirms
or disaffirms the possession by a thing of a particular attribute; and it asserts or disputes
that a presentation has an existence in reality. The attribute to be decided about may origin-
ally have been good or bad, useful or harmful. Expressed in the language of the oldest –
the oral – instinctual impulses, the judgement is: ‘I should like to eat this’, or ‘I should like
to spit it out’; and, put more generally: ‘I should like to take this into myself and to keep
that out.’ That is to say: ‘It shall be inside me’ or ‘it shall be outside me’. As I have shown
elsewhere, the original pleasure-ego wants to introject into itself everything that is good and
to eject from itself everything that is bad. What is bad, what is alien to the ego and what is
external are, to begin with, identical.

(Freud, 1925, pp. 236–7)

However, precisely on account of its origin and the type of processes from which
it springs, moral judgement is more intimately intertwined with narcissism and the
question of the formation of the ideal. After all, attribution is not an act of
thought but a thought in action, as the first psychic impulse; and the judgement of
attribution, with its moral quality, can be understood as judgement in action, or,
perhaps more accurately, as a judging action.
‘The other sort of decision made by the function of judgement – as to the real

existence of something of which there is a presentation (reality-testing) – is a con-
cern of the definitive reality-ego, which develops out of the initial pleasure-ego’
(ibid., p. 237). The judgement of existence therefore requires greater psychic differ-
entiation, with a more precise distinction of time and space and between psychic
and material reality, and for this purpose the symbolic element – mainly language –
is called for. In the judgement of existence, representation plays a central part and
constitutes an objective to be achieved (or, as Freud says, to be re-found). I suggest
that the configuration of the judgement of existence, which associates wishes and
aims (and in drive terms, source, aim, and object), constitutes an initial ethical
schema – namely, a schema of the norm of action that characterizes ethics.

Primary affective value, sense (representation), and action come together, becom-
ing integrated in such a way that the representation of a psychic act (for instance, a
wishful impulse) can ultimately convey an extremely precise meaning with regard to
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its value (desirable or undesirable), its normality (consistency or inconsistency with
the range of what is deemed to belong to normal functioning), and achievability
(admission to a plan of action). The action may in turn construct both a sense and
a norm, which are not immediately and automatically symmetrical, and which do
not necessarily imply each other.

Let us now return to our subject. The termination, from the moment it emerges
as a prospect, in its subsequent development as a project, and, finally, as it pro-
ceeds towards the actual end, can represent a problem to be solved on various lev-
els. The first is that of its affective value, in terms of pleasure and unpleasure,
emotions and also feelings connected with the event. The second is that of a moral
category (is it good to terminate?), and the third that of a norm of action: do the
consciousness and knowledge achieved (insights obtained and changes recognized
as possible) demand the termination of the analysis as the first and primary applica-
tion of the new psychic condition?

These issues concern both the individual members of the analytic couple and the
couple itself, so that the act of deciding to terminate is fuelled by the intrasubjec-
tive and intersubjective dynamics as well as by the relational dynamic specific to
the couple. The solution arrived at in each individual treatment is in my opinion
one of the most important factors in making the analytic experience unique and
unrepeatable. Just as in tragedy ‘the end is known’ but the scene is subject to infin-
ite changes in order to capture the attention and to assume a form suitable for the
actors and audiences of all times, who will take the individuality of their own psy-
che from, and confer it on, the performance, so the staging of the termination is
the final act, or destination, present from the very beginning of the treatment, of a
process of discovery and its peripeteias.

Translations of summary

Ethik der Beendigung einer Analyse. Der Autor vertritt die These, dass die Beendigung einer Analyse nicht
nur theoretische und technische Fragen aufwirft, sondern auch Evaluationsprobleme sowohl moralischer (was ist in
Bezug auf die Beendigung gut oder bçse?) als auch ethischer Natur (welches ist der beste Weg zur Erreichung des
intendierten Ziels?). Er ist, allgemein formuliert, der Ansicht, dass das Thema unter drei verschiedenen Perspekti-
ven betrachtet werden kann: (a) eine Psychoanalyse der Ethik, (b) eine Ethik der psychoanalytischen Behandlung
und (c) ein Bereich der �berschneidung von Psychoanalyse und Ethik, der mit den menschlichen Normen und
Werten zusammenh�ngt. Die Beendigung eignet sich besonders gut, um das Ineinandergreifen von ethischen und
anderen Aspekten des psychischen Geschehens zu erforschen. Speziell beschrieben wird der Konflikt zwischen der
‘Grenze’ und der ‘Vollst�ndigkeit’, wobei die Grenze mit der Analyse und dem Wunsch zusammenh�ngt, w�hrend
die Vollst�ndigkeit die Mçglichkeit ist, die Analyse und das eigene, persçnliche Leben als etwas zu erleben, dem
ein ‘Bewusstsein f�r einen Endpunkt’ inh�riert. Der Konflikt kann in einer dramatischen oder tragischen Form
Ausdruck finden, die mit Hilfe der aristotelischen Konzepte der Peripetie und des Erkennens produktiv erforscht
werden kann. Der Beendigungsprozess liefert Material, mit dem eine Ethik der Grenze bestimmt werden kann, und
wirft Licht auf die psychische Rolle des moralischen Urteils sowie auf die Notwendigkeit, diese Rolle zu beurteilen,
damit eine zufrieden stellende Beendigung mçglich wird.

La ética en la terminación del análisis. El autor argumenta que la terminaci�n del an�lisis plantea no solo
cuestiones te�ricas y t�cnicas sino tambi�n problemas de evaluaci�n, que son tanto morales (qu� es bueno o malo
respecto a la terminaci�n) como �ticas (cu�l es la mejor manera de alcanzar el objetivo previsto). En l�neas gener-
ales considera que el tema puede ser abordado desde tres aspectos: i. un psicoan�lisis de la �tica; ii. una �tica del
tratamiento psicoanal�tico; iii. una zona de intersecci�n entre psicoan�lisis y �tica que est� relacionada con las nor-
mas y valores de la humanidad. La terminaci�n del an�lisis es particularmente id�nea para la investigaci�n del
entretejido de la �tica con otros aspectos del funcionamiento ps�quico. Se brinda una descripci�n espec�fica del
conflicto entre el ‘l�mite’ y la ‘completud’, estando el l�mite conectado con el an�lisis y el deseo, mientras que la
completud es la posibilidad de vivenciar el an�lisis y la vida personal de uno como dotados de un ‘sentido de
punto final’. El conflicto puede expresarse en formas dram�ticas o tr�gicas, que pueden ser exploradas productiva-
mente a trav�s de los conceptos aristot�licos de peripeteia y reconocimiento. El proceso de terminaci�n ofrece
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material para el establecimiento de una �tica del l�mite, destacando el papel ps�quico del juicio moral y la necesidad
de evaluar este papel si se ha de lograr alcanzar una terminaci�n satisfactoria.

Ethique pour la fin d’une analyse. L’auteur postule que la fin d’une analyse ne soul	ve pas seulement des ques-
tions d’ordre th�orique et technique mais aussi des probl	mes d’�valuation qui sont 
 la fois moraux (ce qui est
bon ou mauvais en ce qui concerne la fin d’une analyse) et �thiques (quelle est la meilleure faÅon d’atteindre
l’objectif fix�). Sch�matiquement, l’auteur consid	re que cette question peut Þtre abord�e sous trois angles diff�r-
ents: a) une psychanalyse de l’�thique; b) une �thique du traitement psychanalytique; c) une aire d’intersection
entre la psychanalyse et l’�thique qui tient compte des normes et des valeurs du genre humain. La fin de l’analyse
est particuli	rement appropri�e 
 l’investigation de l’intrication de l’�thique avec d’autres aspects du fonctionne-
ment psychique. L’auteur pr�sente une description sp�cifique du conflit entre la « limite » et la « compl�tude », la
limite �tant en lien avec l’analyse et le d�sir, tandis que la compl�tude est la possibilit� de faire l’exp�rience de
l’analyse et de sa propre vie comme dot�es du « sens d’un point final ». Le conflit peut s’exprimer sous une forme
dramatique ou tragique, qui peuvent Þtre utilement explor�es 
 travers les concepts aristot�liciens de p�rip�tie et de
reconnaissance. Le processus de terminaison fournit du mat�riel en vue d’une �thique de la limite, en soulignant le
r�le psychique du jugement moral et le besoin d’�valuer ce r�le, si le but est de parvenir 
 une fin jug�e satisfai-
sante.

Etica e conclusione dell’analisi. L’autore sostiene che il tema della conclusione di un’analisi non solo ponga
questioni teoriche e tecniche ma sollevi anche problemi di valutazione morale (che cosa 	 buono o cattivo rispetto
alla conclusione) ed etica (quale sia la condotta d’azione pi� giusta per raggiungere lo scopo). In generale, sono
possibili tre prospettive diverse: a) una psicoanalisi dell’etica; b) un’etica del trattamento psicoanalitico; c)un’ area
di intersezione tra psicoanalisi ed etica relativa alle norme e ai valori propri dell’Uomo. La conclusione di un’ana-
lisi offre un campo d’indagine privilegiato sull’intreccio dei temi etici con altri aspetti del funzionamento psichico.
In particolare viene descritto il conflitto fra ‘limite’ e ‘completezza’, in cui il limite riguarda l’analisi e il desiderio,
e la completezza 	 la possibilit
 di vivere l’analisi e la vita personale come dotate del ‘senso di un punto finale’.
Il conflitto pu manifestarsi con modalit
 drammatiche o tragiche, per le quali risulta fecondo l’uso dei concetti
aristotelici di peripezia e riconoscimento. Il processo della conclusione offre materiale per l’elaborazione di un’etica
del limite, evidenziando il ruolo psichico del giudizio morale e la necessit
 della valutazione di tale ruolo al fine di
una soddisfacente conclusione.
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